
8th grade SUMMER READING ASSESSMENT
Summer 2022

REMINDER: Students entering grade 8 are required to read a minimum of two books this
summer.

● BOOK #1: One book from the list below
● BOOK #2: One book of their choosing

Students are required to complete an assessment for each of their books.
● BOOK #1: Tissue Box
● BOOK #2: complete Bookstagram

OPTIONS FOR BOOK CHOICE #1:

NOTE: Reading two books and completing the assessment attached are
required of the 8th grade scholars. Failure to complete and submit the 1st week

of school will result in a zero in the gradebook.
While you are only required to read two books, we encourage you to continue

your reading journey this summer! Find genres that spark your interest and
characters that resonate with you. Find books that take you on vacations to

countries, continents, and galaxies far from where you’re sitting!
Our challenge to you: find a book you fall in love with this summer!



Tissue Box Book Assignment- Graded on A,B,D IB rubrics

Tissue Book Box Assignment:
● Using your selected book from the list above, create a visual representation of your summer reading book that you will present

in the form of a tissue box (we can stockpile the tissue boxes and use them throughout the year when we run out!) complete

the required ELA tasks assigned to each of the 4 tissue box sides.

Materials Needed:
❏ A tissue box (not used - it should have tissues in it!) - I recommend the cube shape (vs. the rectangle)

❏ (Please let me know if you have any issues getting this and I can provide one!)

❏ Paper, pens, markers, crayons, colored pencils, etc. to decorate

❏ If you would like to type out certain elements or print out graphics to include on your tissue box, you may!

Directions and Requirements:
● SIDE 1: BOOK COVER - Design/create a brand new book cover for your novel that somehow

represents the book. Be sure to include the title of the book and the author’s full name.
● SIDE 2: CHARACTERIZATION - Choose one major character from your book. Include the character’s

name and select TWO of the following elements of characterization to explain: (Please clearly label
them)

○ Speech: Include a “direct quotation” from your character speaking and explain why this is
important to their character as a whole, what traits this quote reveals, etc.

○ Thoughts: Include a “direct quotation” where your character is thinking privately or reflecting
internally about something and explain why this moment is important to their character as a
whole, what traits the quote reveals, etc.

○ Effect: What is your character’s effect on other characters? How do others feel or behave in
reaction to this character? What do others say about this character? Be as specific as possible
in how your character has impacted others.

○ Actions: What are your character’s most important actions in the book? How does this
character generally act/behave? Do the character’s actions change at all throughout the book?

○ Looks: What does your character look like and how does this impact the book? Is there
anything unique about their appearance (age, race, gender, etc.) that influences their character?
What is worth noting about their appearance or how they present themselves to others?

**WHEN USING TEXT EVIDENCE BE SURE TO INCLUDE MLA CITATION (Author’s last name #).
● SIDE 3: THEME - What is the overall message or biggest takeaway that any reader can take away

from your book? This should be a full, meaty paragraph (4-6 sentences). Please bold or underline the
overall message and then explain how it is shown/demonstrated throughout the book.
Be sure to explain any connections you can make; text-to-self, text-to-world, text-to-text)

● SIDE 4: RECOMMENDATION - Give the book a rating out of 5 stars (1 star = the worst, 5 stars = the
best) and write 3-5 sentences explaining your rating and whether or not you would recommend this
book to your classmates and why. Be specific in your reasoning.

●
*Don’t forget to include your name and class period somewhere on your tissue box! (the bottom is fine)



CHECKLIST

SIDE 1: Book Cover New and creative book cover (consider symbols)

Title: spelled & capitalized correctly

Author’s name: spelled & capitalized correctly

Side 2: Characterization Character’s name:s pelled & capitalized correctly

INDIRECT CHARACTERIZATION #1

Topic clearly labeled

Direct quotation

Proper MLA in-text citation

Explanation of what this reveals about your

character (use directions on page 1 for help)

INDIRECT CHARACTERIZATION #2

Topic clearly labeled

Direct quotation

Proper MLA in-text citation

Explanation of what this reveals about your

character (use directions on page 1 for help)

Side 3: Theme
(Universal message + connections)

4-6 sentence length requirement

Thematic statement clearly provided

Explanation of where this theme is shown/ demonstrated

throughout the book

Connection clearly identified

Explanation of the connections

Side 4: Recommendation Star rating (1-5)

3-5 sentence length requirement

Recommendation: Y/N

Explanation of reason

Defend your rating (reason why)

AREAS OF FOCUS FOR GRADING ON THE IB RUBRICS

Criterion A: analysis
(sides 2-4)

Clearly address the prompt

Justify thoughts & opinions in your explanation with the

help of text evidence

Find a universal theme (what is the message the author is

trying to teach you? Is this a message that can be applied

to other places, not just isolated to this book?)

Make connections (text-to-self, text-to-text, text-to-world)

Criterion B: organization Thoughts and opinions are arranged in coherent and logical

order (sentence/ paragraph structure)



(sides 2-4) Text evidence is used to support claim

Criterion D: using language
(sides 1-4)

Avoids vague responses

“the character did many things to be successful”

Avoids elementary words/ phrases

“I would recommend this book because it is good

and I liked it”

Proofread responses for:

Capitalization

Grammar + punctuation

Spelling

Correct MLA citation or textual evidence:

“Quote” (Author’s Last Name page number).

“You never really understand a person until you

consider things from his point of view” (Lee 33).



BOOKSTAGRAM TEMPLATE FOR BOOK #2:
Print, cut, and complete! Bring it back to school
with you!These will be on display i
n our classroom as ways to help classmates
choose independent reading books. As you fill
this out, reflect on what you find helpful when
selecting a new book.

DIRECTIONS
1.Title (check spelling & capitalization)

2.Author (check spelling & capitalization)

3. Create a new book cover for your book in

the empty box (consider symbols)

4. Color in the heart if you enjoyed the book

5. Write your name where it says “read and

recommended by”

6. In the lines provided:

-Give a brief summary of the book (1-2

sentences)

-Book recommendation: explain why you

would or wouldn’t recommend this book for

a classmate to read. BE SPECIFIC.

Avoid VAGUE statements like:

“I would recommend this book because it’s

good.”

“I would recommend this book because it is

interesting and a lot of crazy things happen

to our characters.”


